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The Assassin
Thomas & Mercer Ciudad Juárez, Mexico, is the most dangerous city in the world. And when a mission to break the local cartel's grip goes wrong, Isabella Rose, the Angel, ﬁnds
herself on the wrong side of prison bars. Fearing the worst, Isabella plays her only remaining card... British agent Vivian Bloom is determined to be the ﬁrst to reach her, certain she
will lead him to other operatives he's under pressure to hunt down. But US agents are circling too. And with the shadowy Prometheus group pulling the strings, Isabella knows that
she and her mentor, the Asset, are living on borrowed time... The Assassin is the fourth part in a continuing story involving Isabella Rose that also includes Act I: The Angel, Act II:
The Asset and Act III: The Agent.

The Angel
Thomas & Mercer White light. Heat. A drawn-out moment of complete silence. And then the screaming starts. An Underground carriage in London is destroyed by a suicide bomber.
The injured and the dead litter the platform. But as a crowd forms at street level, Michael Pope knows that this is only the beginning. Pope, head of top-secret Group Fifteen, is
tasked with ﬁnding the perpetrators of this atrocity and bringing them to justice, any way he can. He knows that the answers to many of his questions will lie at the end of the
money trail, but he also knows that whoever funded and organised the attack will kill again for their freedom. This is an operation that requires a very special kind of agent. Pope
needs someone who exists outside of normality. Someone who ﬂoats above it, treading softly through a fractured life. He needs the Angel.

The Asset
Thomas & Mercer Isabella Rose, the Angel, is used to surprises, but being abducted is an unwelcome novelty. She's relying on Michael Pope, the head of the top-secret Group
Fifteen, to get her back. When ISIS get involved, the situation becomes even bleaker. Isabella's abductors are in turn abducted, and she ﬁnds herself trapped in Raqqa, the capital of
the self-styled caliphate. Meanwhile, Pope has problems of his own: a new danger has emerged from the shadows and is threatening both him and his family. His only option is to
head for the war-torn border of Turkey and Syria--a murderous, lawless place where potential enemies lurk around every bombed-out corner. Pope knows that he is risking
everything to ﬁnd Isabella, but ﬁnding the Angel is not a choice--it's a necessity. The Asset is the second part in a continuing story involving Isabella Rose that started with Act I:
The Angel. The story will be continued in Act III.

The Agent
Thomas & Mercer Isabella Rose is on the run, hunted by the very people she had been hired to work for. Trained killer Isabella and former handler Michael Pope are forced into
hiding in India and, when a mysterious informer passes them clues on the whereabouts of Pope’s family, the prey see an opportunity to become the predators. Chased from the
poverty of Mumbai’s slums into the sights of a sniper’s riﬂe amongst the lavish wealth of Shanghai, Isabella and Pope hunt ﬂeeting shadows in a race against time. And they can’t
aﬀord to lose. The Agent is the third part in a continuing story involving Isabella Rose that also includes The Angel and The Asset.

In Cold Blood
Thomas & Mercer Beatrix Rose was the most dangerous assassin in an oﬀ-the-books government kill squad until her former boss betrayed her, her husband was gunned down, and
her daughter kidnapped. A decade later, Beatrix emerges from the Hong Kong underworld with payback on her mind. It's a blood feud she didn't start but she is going to ﬁnish.
There are six names on her Kill List. With one already crossed oﬀ, Beatrix sets out to ﬁnd her second target, a mercenary being held hostage by Somali terrorists. Can she inﬁltrate
the most dangerous failed state on the planet and scrub him oﬀ the List, too? Packed with explosive action and page-turning suspense, In Cold Blood is the ﬁrst novel in Mark
Dawson's bestselling Beatrix Rose series.

Blood Moon Rising
Thomas & Mercer Ten years ago, Beatrix Rose headed an oﬀ-the-books hit squad to carry out the dirty work of the British government. When she discovered that the commander of
the squad was corrupt, he sent ﬁve of his assassins to rub her out. But they failed. Bad mistake. There were six names on Beatrix's Kill List. Two have been accounted for, and she
has number three in her sights. But Bryan Duﬀy is in Iraq, surrounded by mercenaries, and there's no easy way for Beatrix to get to him and no easy way to get out. Strap in for
Book Two of Mark Dawson's heart-stopping, bestselling Beatrix Rose trilogy.

Lucas Rocha Thriller Series 4-Book Box Set
Networlding Lucas Rocha didn’t know he’d be a reluctant hero. He owed Daniel Burke his life, not that it was worth much at one point. No one ever retires from a gang. Death is the
only way out. Over their turbulent intertwining, Lucas and Daniel ﬁnd themselves speeding out of control on a road to redemption or ruination, and the biggest drug lord in Rio, Dez,
could be their only key to survival.

The Dragon and the Ghost
"Those who wronged her will pay, because Beatrix is the most dangerous woman you've ever met. She was an assassin for Group Fifteen, the beyond top secret agency that did the
dirty work for the British Secret Services. And you know what they say about payback...Beatrix ﬁnds work in the Hong Kong underworld. But when she has a diﬀerence of opinion
with her employer, the ruthless Mr. Ying, she ﬁnds herself in a headlong ﬂight for justice against a man with no scruples. Alliances are formed and broken. Friends become enemies.
Enemies become friends. And nothing is what it seems. Can Beatrix save herself and her loved ones in the face of insurmountable odds?"--Cover, page 4.

The Black Mile
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform London, 1940: the Luftwaﬀe blitzes London every night for ﬁfty-seven nights. Houses, shops and entire streets are wiped from the
map. The underworld is in ﬂux: the Italian criminals who dominated the West End have been interned and now their rivals are ﬁghting to replace them. Meanwhile, hidden in the
shadows, the Black-Out Ripper sharpens his knife and sets to his grisly work. Henry Irving is a disgraced reporter on a Fleet Street scandal rag. Genius detective sergeant Charlie
Murphy is a fresh face in the Metropolitan police, hunting corrupt colleagues but blinkered by ambition and jealousy. His brother, detective inspector Frank Murphy, searches
frantically for his runaway daughter, terriﬁed that she will be the killer's next victim. As the Ripper stalks the terriﬁed streets, the three men discover that his handiwork is not quite
what it seems. Conspirators are afoot, taking advantage of the chaos to settle old scores. The murders invade the lives of the victims and victimizers on both sides of the law, as
everyone is sucked deeper and deeper into Soho's black heart. Based on a little known true story, The Black Mile is a rollercoaster ride of a novel that was previously the most
downloaded novel on the Kindle Store. If you enjoy the thrillers of James Elroy, Peter James and Dennis Lehane, you'll love THE BLACK MILE. PRAISE FOR MARK DAWSON 'A brilliant
debut novel from a very promising writer.' Subject 'Ultra-addictive, super-stylish - a viciously good novel.' Toby Litt. 'A talent to be watched.' Birmingham Post PRAISE FOR THE
BLACK MILE 'This is far and above the best small/independently published novel I have ever had the pleasure of reading.' The Kindle Book Review 'Dawson has shown himself to be a
true master of suspense'. Siobian Minish 'A ﬁrst class historical mystery.' Luke Walker 'This book is worth it for the arcane London slang alone. Fascinating. If want to get a feel for
what it was like during the early part of WWII this will knock you out. If you like character development you'll love it. If you like peeking in on the lives of people in a long gone world
-- you really love it.' David E Johnson

Tongue Depressor
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(An Erotica Short Stories Series 4)
T. Rose Press LLC Smart Erotica for Smart Readers! The exciting continuation of Dara Nichols and Zoe Scotts' adventures. Introducing new character, Isabella. This short, sexy story
features the fourth set of fun erotic adventure stories, Tongue Depressor. Dara is a cougar on the prowl. When erotic circumstances present themselves, she takes advantage in
every way possible. Best friend Zoe and traveling buddy, Isabella, get wind of the fun, and the trio experience sexual fantasies of epic proportions. When Dara plans to travel abroad
with Isabella, she realizes how naughty she's been by putting oﬀ her medical examinations. Dara invites Zoe and Isabella to her communal appointment with a ﬂeet of young, eager
doctors ready and willing to accommodate ladies of a certain age - or all ages. When Zoe's boyfriend, Darrell, joins the fun - he causes all kinds of interesting insertions. Short story
length 7K+ words/app. 50 paperback pages.

Blood and Roses
Thomas & Mercer Beatrix Rose has worked her way through her Kill List. Four are dead and just two remain. Her enemies know she s coming. The hunter becomes the hunted. In a
thrilling conclusion to the breakneck trilogy, Beatrix and her daughter must ﬁght them in North Africa, New York, and ﬁnally the swamps of North Carolina. It s a lightning-paced
roller-coaster of action that pits a deadly assassin against the might of the most powerful private army on the planet. It s long odds for Beatrix. And that s just how she likes it."

Tempest
A Beatrix Rose Thriller
A daughter lost... Nine months ago, Beatrix Rose had her family brutally taken from her. Now all that matters is getting her daughter back. And Beatrix is no ordinary mother - she's
a skilled assassin who will do whatever it takes to ﬁnd her child. A daughter found... Danny Nakamura deserted his post in Vietnam and disappeared into Hong Kong's Walled City,
vowing never to go home again. Decades later, his health failing, he's suddenly found a reason to return to LA: the discovery of a daughter he never knew he had. But getting home
won't be easy. Danny has powerful enemies in the CIA who will do whatever it takes to keep him out of the country. The search begins. Two people adrift in a foreign land, Beatrix
and Danny need all the help they can get. A storm is coming. Can they help each other survive it and ﬁnd their children before time runs out for both of them?

All the Good Girls
Detective Harry Hunter of Miami PD's homicide squad throws himself into a case no one asked him to solve. Four teenagers from one of Miami's aﬄuent neighborhoods are
murdered on a boat. Another is found in a dumpster. All ﬁve of them go to the same school and are on a list of witnesses to another crime. Because he's in bad standing with his
boss, Harry is given the task of protecting a possible future victim, but Harry isn't always known to follow his boss's orders. Soon, he'll risk everything while racing to stop a killer
who has left everyone else in the homicide squad shaking in terror. ALL THE GOOD GIRLS is the ﬁrst book in the Harry Hunter Mystery Series and can be read as a standalone.

Caribbean Thriller Series, Books 1-3
A Charity Styles Bundle
Down Island Press The ﬁrst three novels in the exciting Charity Styles Caribbean Thriller Series. From Key West to Mexico to Belize to the Virgin Islands, the whole Caribbean is her
hunting ground. Contract killers must be patient. And they must be invisible. That's a diﬃcult task for the blue-eyed, blonde, former Olympic swimmer. She moves among the
cruising population in her antique sailing sloop, Wind Dancer, invisible to most of the outside world. Until it’s too late…

The Shadow of the Wind
Penguin From A to Z, the Penguin Drop Caps series collects 26 unique hardcovers—featuring cover art by Jessica Hische It all begins with a letter. Fall in love with Penguin Drop
Caps, a new series of twenty-six collectible and hardcover editions, each with a type cover showcasing a gorgeously illustrated letter of the alphabet. In a design collaboration
between Jessica Hische and Penguin Art Director Paul Buckley, the series features unique cover art by Hische, a superstar in the world of type design and illustration, whose work
has appeared everywhere from Tiﬀany & Co. to Wes Anderson's recent ﬁlm Moonrise Kingdom to Penguin's own bestsellers Committed and Rules of Civility. With exclusive designs
that have never before appeared on Hische's hugely popular Daily Drop Cap blog, the Penguin Drop Caps series debuted with an 'A' for Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice, a 'B' for
Charlotte Brönte's Jane Eyre, and a 'C' for Willa Cather's My Ántonia. It continues with more perennial classics, perfect to give as elegant gifts or to showcase on your own shelves. Z
is for Zafón. Barcelona, 1945: A city slowly heals in the aftermath of the Spanish Civil War. Daniel, an antiquarian book dealer’s son who mourns the loss of his mother, ﬁnds solace
in what he ﬁnds in the “cemetery of lost books,” a mysterious book entitled The Shadow of the Wind, by one Julián Carax. But when he sets out to ﬁnd the author’s other works, he
makes a shocking discovery: someone has been systematically destroying every copy of every book Carax has written. In fact, Daniel may have the last of Carax’s books in
existence. Soon Daniel’s seemingly innocent quest opens a door into one of Barcelona’s darkest secrets--an epic story of murder, madness, and doomed love.

Subpoena Colada
Pan Daniel Tate seems to have it all: a brilliant career as a showbiz lawyer, tons of money and a beautiful actress girlfriend. Then things start to go wrong. As Daniel ﬁnds himself
descending deeper into paranoia and obsession, just how far will he go to return things to the way they were.

The Art of Falling Apart
Pan A story of greed, duplicity and death in the ﬂamboyant, super-ego world of rock celebrities. Dystopia have rocketed up the charts in Europe, so now it's time to crack the
American market. The opening concert in Las Vegas is a huge success -- but secret envy and open animosity have begun to tear the group apart. The lead singer, Vid, is on a rollercoaster of self-indulgence and egomania... Jared, the lead guitarist, increasingly resents being shouldered out of the limelight... Spin, the warm-up DJ, just cannot resist a dangerous
extra-marital adventure... nor can their manager, Alex, resist the lure of personal gain that greed and duplicity could bring him. Then one of them dies, in an apparent accident, and
there begins to unravel a chilling saga of dark emotions, cynical manipulation, and murderously ruthless self-interest.

The Rose and the Yew Tree
HarperCollins UK A captivating novel of love and intrigue. Everyone expected Isabella Charteris, beautiful, sheltered and aristocratic, to marry her cousin Rupert when he came back
from the War. It would have been such a suitable marriage. How strange then that John Gabriel, an ambitious and ruthless war hero, should appear in her life. For Isabella, the price
of love would mean abandoning her dreams of home and happiness forever. For Gabriel, it would destroy his chance of a career and all his ambitions... Famous for her ingenious
crime books and plays, Agatha Christie also wrote about crimes of the heart, six bittersweet and very personal novels, as compelling and memorable as the best of her work.

Submitting to the Alpha
Destiny Diess Isabella is in trouble. Big trouble. She knows that opening her curtains and touching herself while her alpha watches from the woods is wrong, but she does it anyway.
And she plans on doing it again. Every night, in fact, until her alpha teaches her otherwise. Roman, alpha of the Silverclaw Pack, is tired of Isabella teasing him. Even more, he’s
tired of her disobeying his every command. And he knows exactly how to ﬁx both problems. Devour every inch of her until she’s begging for him at his feet. Will Isabella succumb to
Roman’s advances? Or will she toy with him to the very end? Read Submitting to the Alpha, an erotic werewolf romance, written by Emilia Rose.

Targeted
Simon and Schuster "After being accused of reckless endangerment and forced to answer to the U.S. Congress, master sniper Bob Lee Swagger must protect political hostages in a
once-in-a-lifetime standoﬀ"--

Hard Recovery
(An Erotica Short Stories Series 7)
T. Rose Press LLC Smart Erotica for Smart Readers! The exciting continuation of Dara Nichols and Zoe Scotts' adventures. Introducing new character, Isabella. This short, sexy story
features the seventh set of fun erotic adventure stories, Hard Recovery. Dara is a cougar on the prowl. When erotic circumstances present themselves, she takes advantage in every
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way possible. Best friend Zoe and traveling buddy, Isabella, get wind of the fun, and the trio experience sexual fantasies of epic proportions. When Dara plans to travel abroad with
Isabella, she realizes how naughty she's been by putting oﬀ her medical examinations. Dara invites Zoe and Isabella to her communal appointment with a ﬂeet of young, eager
doctors ready and willing to accommodate ladies of a certain age - or all ages. When Zoe's boyfriend, Darrell, barges in and interrupts their exam by the specialists, he gets Dara's
brand of unique discipline. Short story length 8K+ words/app. 55 paperback pages.

State of Innocence
Melange Books, LLC Becoming a child therapist has been a dream-come true for suburban wife and mother Kimberley Mason. Happily married with three children of her own,
Kimberley Mason starts a new job working with low-income families at an inner city clinic. One case captures her heart—grief therapy for a troubled little girl traumatized by the
tragic loss of her eight-month-old brother to SIDS (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome). Having lost a baby herself, Kimberley believes she is uniquely qualiﬁed to help Alexia Mackenzie,
her younger sister Jayleen, and their family work through their loss. But Kimberley slowly discovers lies, secrets, and deep cracks in the foundation of parents Connor and Isabella
Mackenzie’s lives. Alexia begins to remember what happened the night her brother died—a secret that threatens to tear the family apart. Thrown into an emotional cyclone,
Kimberley faces an impossible choice: will she fulﬁll her legal and moral obligations and put her own family at risk, or stay silent and risk the lives of Alexia and Jayleen?

Oral Exam
(An Erotica Short Stories Series 5)
T. Rose Press LLC Smart Erotica for Smart Readers! Note: Dara Nichols is an erotica series; not a romance series. Please download responsibly. The exciting continuation of Dara
Nichols and Zoe Scotts' adventures. Introducing new character, Isabella. This short, sexy story features the ﬁfth set of fun erotic adventure stories, Oral Exam. Dara is a cougar on
the prowl. When erotic circumstances present themselves, she takes advantage in every way possible. Best friend Zoe and traveling buddy, Isabella, get wind of the fun, and the trio
experience sexual fantasies of epic proportions. When Dara plans to travel abroad with Isabella, she realizes how naughty she's been by putting oﬀ her medical examinations. Dara
invites Zoe and Isabella to her communal appointment with a ﬂeet of young, eager doctors ready and willing to accommodate ladies of a certain age - or all ages. When Dara's
traveling companion, Isabella enters the scene, she gets far more than she bargained for and submits to a pre-travel exam of thorough proportions. Short story length 7K+
words/app. 50 paperback pages.

The Book of Shadows (Kathryn Swinbrooke Mysteries, Book 4)
Magic and murder abound in an unputdownable medieval mystery
Headline What do you do when everyone is a suspect? Paul Doherty writes a medieval mystery shrouded in secrets in The Book of Shadows, the fourth novel to feature physician and
sleuth Kathryn Swinbrooke. Perfect for fans of Susanna Gregory and Michael Jecks. The year is 1471. Shortly after the murderous takeover of the throne by Edward IV and Elizabeth
Woodville, blackmailers thrive by challenging detractors of the new king. The ugliest threat to the people of Canterbury is the magus Tenebrae, who controls the Book of Shadows a grimoire of spells and magic containing secrets about the dead and the living. When Tenebrae is murdered, physician and apothecary Kathryn Swinbrooke is summoned to solve
the crime, or else risk the transfer of her love, Colum Murtagh, far away to London. However, the secrets stretch all the way to the King and Queen themselves, and everyone is a
suspect - especially Tenebrae's last visitors, a nervous group of goldsmiths from London. Tenebrae is dead but the Book of Shadows still exerts his power, and its new owners will
die for it. As the suspects fall victim, one by one, to violent deaths, Swinbrooke most solve the mystery before the Book of Shadows closes on them all. What readers are saying
about The Book of Shadows: 'The sense of menace, depth of characterization and interesting cast of characters make this book, and the series, a brilliant read' 'Twists and turns
throughout [with] interesting, colourful characters' 'Excellent story, couldn't put it down. Kept me guessing right to the end'

Phoenix
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform She does Britain's dirty work, but this time she needs help. Beatrix Rose, meet John Milton... Beatrix Rose has a knack for making the
British government's problems go away. When the assassin is sent to Venezuela to track down a missing scientist, she meets a contact who knows the lay of the land: none other
than John Milton... As the state-sanctioned assassin and the special forces soldier team up in South America, they'll do more than capture a missing scientist. They'll discover a
secret that will change Beatrix's life forever... Phoenix is a short story that unites two landmark thriller characters in a single tale. If you like ruthless assassins, fast-moving plots,
and Jack Reacher-style action, then you'll love USA Today bestselling author Mark Dawson's latest short. Buy Phoenix to witness the thrilling team-up today! All proceeds from
Phoenix will go to fund breast cancer treatment for superhero mother Emma Johns and her family.

Isabella
Book III of the Chantelle Rose Series
Independently Published

The Dara Nichols Continuation Book Bundle 1-5
(An Erotica Short Stories Series 2)
T. Rose Press LLC Smart Erotica for Smart Readers. Dara is a cougar on the prowl. When erotic circumstances present themselves, she takes advantage in every way possible. Best
friend Zoe and new traveling companion, Isabella, get wind of the fun, and the trio experience sexual fantasies of epic proportions. Included titles are as follows: DARA NICHOLS: #1The Specialists: Dara Nichols and Zoe Scott receive special "exams" by eager doctors. #2- Tongue Depressor: Zoe's boyfriend, Darrell, barges in without excuse and gets roped into
the fun. #3- Oral Exam: A loose dozen extra doctors must show up to handle the trio of womens' "exam" needs. #4- Gag Reﬂex: Zoe gets her nose out-of-joint when Isabella gets all
the special attention. #5- Hard Recovery: Isabella bites oﬀ more than she can chew. Short novel-length compilation, 200 + paperback pages

Hunter
A Thriller
Two people, passionately in love. But each hides a deadly secret. He is a crusading vigilante, on a violent quest for justice. She is tracking this unknown assassin, sworn to stop him.
Neither knows the truth about the other. Neither knows that a predator is hunting them both.

The Historian
Little, Brown The record-breaking phenomenon from Elizabeth Kostova is a celebrated masterpiece that "refashioned the vampire myth into a compelling contemporary novel, a latenight page-turner" (San Francisco Chronicle). Breathtakingly suspenseful and beautifully written, The Historian is the story of a young woman plunged into a labyrinth where the
secrets of her family’s past connect to an inconceivable evil: the dark ﬁfteenth-century reign of Vlad the Impaler and a time-defying pact that may have kept his awful work alive
through the ages. The search for the truth becomes an adventure of monumental proportions, taking us from monasteries and dusty libraries to the capitals of Eastern Europe—in a
feat of storytelling so rich, so hypnotic, so exciting that it has enthralled readers around the world. “Part thriller, part history, part romance...Kostova has a keen sense of
storytelling and she has a marvelous tale to tell.” —Baltimore Sun

The Norse Directive
A Sean Wyatt Thriller
Enlcave Publishing In 1801, a British oﬃcer discovered a clue to one of the most coveted relics in history. When Sean Wyatt rescuse a friend from being executed in the mountains of
Tennessee, Sean Wyatt and his sidekick, Tommy Shultz are thrown into a high octane game of cat and mouse with a wealthy Frenchman named Gerard Dufort who will stop at
nothing to get his next prize. The two friends ﬁnd themselves zipping across the globe to southern England, Copenhagen, Scotland, and the American Southwest in a race against
the clock and a man with sinister plans of his own. This action packed story is sure to keep you turning the pages until you reach the end and send an email to the author telling him
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to hurry up and write the next installment.

Shadow Target
Penguin Being a CIA ﬁeld agent is a dangerous job at the best of times, but lately the death rate has soared. Agents are dying under mysterious circumstances. Jake Keller is the
latest almost victim. When his small plane crashes in the Alps, he is the only survivor. Soon, a rescue helicopter arrives, but the men inside are not there to save anyone. They are
there to complete the murderous job they started. Jake is determined to ﬁnd the killers, but they are just as determined to get their hands on him. Print run 45,000.

Rose
Sourcebooks, Inc. How would you know if you were special? Mr. Fountain's grand mansion is a world away from the dark orphanage Rose had left behind. The gleaming, golden
house is practically overﬂowing with sparkling magic—she can feel it. And though Rose had always wanted to be an ordinary girl with an ordinary life, she realizes she may possess a
little bit of magic herself. Discover the Spellbinding Bestselling UK Series "Warm and sparkling and magical and fun."—Hilary McKay, bestselling author of Saﬀy's Angel "A skillfully
spun, spell-binding mystery that will catch you up in a web of wonder."—Junior Education Plus

The Stone Rose
The absolutely gripping new historical romance about England's forgotten queen...
Headline Accent 'A real tour de force of gripping writing, rich historical detail and complex, fascinating characters. Superb!' NICOLA CORNICK on The Stone Rose _________________
EARLY READERS ARE GRIPPED BY THE STONE ROSE! * 'Springs to vivid life for the reader . . . A compulsive read' ANNE O'BRIEN * 'An enticing and intriguing tale of a woman who is
driven to desperate and ruthless lengths to protect those she loves' ALEXANDRA WALSH * 'Carol McGrath really got into Isabella's head . . . Enlightening' SHARON BENNETT
CONNOLLY * 'Bold and compelling' JENNY BARDEN * 'A novel that's a deﬁnite page-turner' LIZ HARRIS _________________ London, 1350. Agnes, daughter of a stonemason, is struggling
to keep her father's trade in a city decimated by plague. And then she receives a mysterious message from the disgraced Queen Isabella: mother of King Edward III, and widow of
Edward II. Isabella has a task that only Agnes can fulﬁl. She wants her truth to be told. Much has been whispered of the conﬂicts in Isabella and Edward's marriage. Her greed and
warmongering. His unspoken love for male favourites. But as Agnes listens to Isabella, she learns that she can be of help to the queen - but can either woman choose independence,
follow her own desires, and survive? The sweeping third instalment of Carol McGrath's acclaimed She-Wolves Trilogy: the gripping series exploring the tumultous lives and loves of
three queens of England - and of three women who lived in their shadow. Based on the extraordinary true story of the female stonemason who carved a queen's tomb!

Agatha Christie
A Companion to the Mystery Fiction
McFarland The undisputed "Queen of Crime," Dame Agatha Christie (1890-1976) is the bestselling novelist of all time. As the creator of immortal detectives Hercule Poirot and Jane
Marple, she continues to enthrall readers around the world and is drawing increasing attention from scholars, historians, and critics. But Christie wrote far beyond Poirot and
Marple. A varied life including war work, archaeology, and two very diﬀerent marriages provided the backdrop to a diverse body of work. This encyclopedic companion summarizes
and explores Christie's entire literary output, including the detective ﬁction, plays, radio dramas, adaptations, and her little-studied non-crime writing. It details all published works
and key themes and characters, as well as the people and places that inspired them, and identiﬁes a trove of uncollected interviews, articles, and unpublished material, including
details that have never appeared in print. For the casual reader looking for background information on their favorite mystery to the dedicated scholar tracking down elusive new
angles, this companion will provide the most comprehensive and up-to-date information.

The Rose and the Yew Tree
Berkley A suave politician uses his personal magnetism to snare a beautiful woman who has humiliated him

Virginia Woolf and the World of Books
Liverpool University Press Virginia Woolf and the World of Books will examine Leonard and Virginia Woolf’s Hogarth Press as a key intervention in modernist and women’s writing
and mark its importance to independent publishing, bookselling, and print culture at large. The research in this volume coincides with the centenary of the founding of Hogarth
Press in 1917, thus making a timely addition to scholarship on the Woolfs and print culture.

Bulletproof
A John Milton Thriller
John Milton thought he could run forever. He was wrong. For years, former secret service agent and trained killer John Milton thought he could outrun his past, his demons and his
enemies. His enemies had other ideas. Captured and imprisoned by the organisation he once worked for, Milton must do one last job in exchange for his freedom. Bullheaded
billionaire ﬁxer Tristan Huxley is brokering a weapons deal between Russia and India. He needs protection and he wants Milton by his side. Huxley has trusted Milton with his life
before but these days his world is more decadent and his enemies more dangerous, in ways that nobody could ever have suspected. Finally, the man who thought he'd never be
forgiven has the chance to wipe the slate clean, once and for all. But is it really a case of no more running for Milton? Can the Group be trusted to keep their word and let him go?
And who is it that really needs protecting? After all, nobody is bulletproof, not even Milton. -- cover.

The Case of the Smuggler's Curse: The After School Detective Club Book One
Welbeck Flame

The World Cannot Give
Simon and Schuster “The Secret History meets The Price of Salt” (Vogue) in this “equal parts dangerous and delicious” (Entertainment Weekly) novel about queer desire, religious
zealotry, and the hunger for transcendence among the members of a cultic chapel choir at a Maine boarding school—and the ambitious, terrifyingly charismatic girl that rules over
them. When shy, sensitive Laura Stearns arrives at St. Dunstan’s Academy in Maine, she dreams that life there will echo her favorite novel, All Before Them, the sole surviving piece
of writing by Byronic “prep school prophet” (and St. Dunstan’s alum) Sebastian Webster, who died at nineteen, ﬁghting in the Spanish Civil War. She soon ﬁnds the intensity she is
looking for among the insular, Webster-worshipping members of the school’s chapel choir, which is presided over by the charismatic, neurotic, overachiever Virginia Strauss.
Virginia is as fanatical about her newfound Christian faith as she is about the miles she runs every morning before dawn. She expects nothing short of perfection from herself—and
from the member of the choir. Virginia inducts the besotted Laura into a world of transcendent music and arcane ritual, illicit cliﬀ-diving and midnight crypt visits: a world that, like
Webster’s novels, ﬁnally seems to Laura to be full of meaning. But when a new school chaplain challenges Virginia’s hold on the “family” she has created, and Virginia’s eﬀorts to
wield her power become increasingly dangerous, Laura must decide how far she will let her devotion to Virginia go. The World Cannot Give is a “hypnotic and intense” (Shondaland)
meditation on the power, and danger, of wanting more from the world.

The Cleaner
The ﬁrst in a high-octane thriller series that is perfect for fans of Jack Reacher and Jason Bourne.
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